
by Jordan Chan
News Editor

A Dallas-based company called The Mahjong Line recently 
apologized for cultural insensitivity following criti-
cism of their “refreshed” sets of traditional 
Chinese Mahjong tiles. The company’s 
founders, Kate LaGere, Annie O’Grady, 
and Bianca Watson, started the com-
pany in November of 2020. LaGere 
stated that “the artwork of the 
traditional tiles, while beautiful, was 
all the same—and did not reflect the 
fun that was had when playing with 
her friends. And nothing came close to 
mirroring [LaGere’s] style and personality.” 

Critics took to social media, accusing the 
women of not acknowledging the artwork’s 
roots in Chinese culture while profiting off of 
the sets, which they’re continuing to sell for 
325 or 425 US dollars each. Many also found fault 
with how the woman replaced some cultural symbols 
with whoopie cushions, bubbles, and bags of flour, 
with some sets lacking Chinese characters altogether. 

Condemning The Mahjong Line, Chinese Congresswoman Grace 
Meng tweeted, “please put the Chinese characters BACK onto the 
Chinese game. Don’t change my history and culture to make it more 
palatable to you.”

Mahjong originated in China and was popularized in major Chinese 
cities like Beijing and Shanghai. Some legends trace the game 

back to influential Chinese philosopher Confucius, but experts 
contest the exact details of the game’s origins. In the 1920s, 
the game’s popularity grew in both the United States and 

Britain. In fact, Chinese Americans and Jewish Americans 
built communities around playing the game. Histori-
cally, the artwork on Mahjong tiles has a deeper 

meaning. For example, images, like the lotus 
flower, dragon, or tortoise, represent dif-
ferent values such as longevity, good 

fortune, or power.
Chinese-Canadian university 

student Yuelin Ge wrote to 
The Mahjong Line, “I 
am beyond disap-
pointed at this 
atrocity that you 

made.” She asked 
why the company 

didn’t have Asian leaders or 
executives and denounced their lack of 

collaboration with Dallas-Chinese non-profits or 
organizations. Explaining why it might have seemed 
as though she was “gatekeeping Mahjong,” she argued 
that the company should have “credited the original culture,” 
believing that “for the sake of being trendy and to make a profit,” 

the Mahjong Company “used the name and cultural understanding 
of a particular thing from [Chinese] culture, but removed everything 
that was important (i.e. history and context).”

The Mahjong Line’s apology reads: “we recognize our failure to 
pay proper homage to the game’s Chinese heritage... We are always 

open to constructive criticism and are continuing to conduct 
conversations with those who can provide further insight 

to the game’s traditions and roots in both Chinese 
and American cultures.” Although they acknowl-

edged that they made a mistake in cultural 
erasure and intend to correct this 

after consulting with experts, the 
company’s founders said in an email 
to the Huffington Post that they still 
“stand by” their products.

O&H Brand Design, who assisted 
LaGere, O’Grad, and Watson in creating 

the company, has since apologized for 
their contributions to The Mahjong Line and 

terminated their relationship with them, stat-
ing “There was a clear lack of awareness, cultural 

appreciation and respect on our part during our design 
process.” O&H also stated that they would learn from the 

Asian-American community to ensure they do better in the 
future in understanding, respecting, and honoring the culture. 

(Sources: The Mahjong Line Mahjong Sets Co. UK, O&H Brand 
Design, Huffpost, Stanford News)

Dangerous: On Jan. 8, 2021, at 12 AM EST, country singer Morgan Wallen 
released his first double album, Dangerous. The album includes some of his 
already released and extremely well regarded songs such as 7 Summers, More 
Than My Hometown, and Heartless. With featured art-
ists Ben Burgess and Chris Stapleton, and harmonies 
that merit a 
chef’s kiss, 
this one hour 
and 37 minutes 
of ear crack is only 
a fraction of the absolute 
smackers that Wallen has pro-
duced, but showcases his talent and 
expertise beautifully.
-Georgia Kaufman, Humor Editor

Treat People with Kindness 
Music Video: To start off the new 
year right, Harry Styles released 
a music video for his song Treat 
People with Kindness on Jan. 
1. The title of the latest single 
from his album Fine Line is 
the namesake of Styles’ catch-
phrase. With its retro vibe 
and graceful choreography, 
the music video racked up over 
five million views on the day 
it premiered. The video starred 
Styles and Phoebe Waller-Bridge, 
a popular English actress, who 
donned matching Gucci apparel for 
the shoot. Surrounded by backup dancers, 
the pair danced around in a black and white ballroom keeping time with the 
upbeat song. The adorable video ended with Waller-Bridge dipping Styles. 
Overall, the Treat People With Kindness music video delighted Styles’ fans.
 -Sonali Muthukrishnan, National/World Editor

Fleet Foxes: If you like granola, lush flora, the Pacific Northwest, the 
state of Colorado, or all of the above, then Fleet Foxes is the artist for you. 
Combining creative, poetic lyrics with catchy beats and stellar harmonies, 
Fleet Foxes consistently delivers unparalleled folk-pop tunes. In 2020, the 
band released its latest album Shore, complete with 15 melodious songs 
that provide a perfect balance between an upbeat euphoria and mellow 

introspection. Listen closely for the 
mandolins and authentic vocals that 

bring an intimate and genuine feel 
to each piece.

-Lexi Kupor, Public Relations Manager
The Wilds: Have you ever found 

yourself scrolling through endless 
title cards, searching for some-
thing to watch? Well, look no fur-
ther, because Amazon Prime Video’s 

The Wilds may be the show for you. 
After heading to Hawaii for a ‘girls 

retreat,’  e ight 
teenagers find 
themselves 
s t r a n d e d 
on a remote 

island follow-
ing the crash of 

their plane. While 
the girls fight to sur-

vive, we get to watch their 
friendships bloom as they each indi-

vidually deal with personal issues including 
sexuality, parental relationships, and much more. Each intense plot twist 
will leave you completely and utterly flabbergasted. 
-Maya Gomez, People Editor
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Sullivan reviews Disney/Pixar’s animated movie Soul
by Sophie Sullivan
Opinion Editor

Walt Disney Pictures and Pixar Animation Studios released 
their latest animated film Soul on Dec. 25, quickly 
topping charts and proving a massive success 
in what critics view as one of the most 
contemplative and truly beautiful films 
from the studios yet.

The nearly two-hour long film fol-
lows the life of Joe Gardner — voiced 
by Jamie Foxx — a New York City 
middle-school band teacher by day 
and aspiring-but-failing jazz pianist by 
night. Just after getting a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity to perform with a 
renowned band, Joe falls into a manhole; 
the almost metaphorical fall sends Joe to 
the “Great Beyond,” or the transition to 
the afterlife. Refusing to die just yet, Joe 
escapes the Great Beyond to find himself 
in the “Great Before,” where prenatal 
souls find their reason to live before birth. 

It’s in this Great Before that Joe meets 
22, a restless soul voiced by Tina Fey, who 
cannot find her reason to live. Joe believes he 
can use 22’s refusal to live but potential for 
life as a way to return to his body; he becomes 
her mentor, then they accidentally escape back to Earth together, 
with 22 entering Joe’s body in the hospital and Joe entering a 
stray cat’s body. Together, they go about Joe’s life in hopes of 
making a switch through spiritual means; however, along the 
way, 22 finds beauty in life and discovers her reason. The film 
ends with the birth of 22’s soul and Joe’s second chance at life.

Soul feels like what Inside Out wanted to be, but so much 
better. Not only does the movie explore the nuances of human 
nature, identity, passion, and purpose, it addresses such 

topics through jazz and music — director Pete Docter’s 
choice to follow Joe’s lifeline through the perspective 

of his music and his piano draws audiences in for the 
music and gives them a reason to stay. And, although 

the movie often moves quickly and becomes tied 
up in itself, leaping from storyline to storyline, 
its pacing never detracts from its message or goal. 

As complicated as Soul can be, the anima-
tion, detail, and score complement the narrative’s 

intentions in what proves to be a mosaic of real art. It 
asks audiences to question exactly what their reason 
is, too. Soul is also the first Pixar film to feature an 
Black protagonist. Jon Batiste, band leader on Stephen 

Colbert’s late-night talk show, composed a series of origi-
nal songs specifically for the film’s New York jazz scenes.

As monumental as Soul was to many viewers, however, 
it was not exempt from criticism. Andrew Tejada, a writer 
for Tor.com, notes that Soul is just the newest installment of 
movies where Black individuals are, quite literally, removed 
from their bodies. Tejada points to a common trope in 

animated movies such as The Princess and the Frog and 
Spies in Disguise as films where the leading character is 

turned into a non-human being. 
“When diverse characters lose their identities,” 

Tejada writes, “the audience loses opportunities to absorb 
valuable lessons and insights.”

Despite this, critics took a favorable stance on Soul; the 
movie scored an 8.1 on IMDb, and performed even better on 
Rotten Tomatoes with a 95 percent approval rating. 
(Sources: IMDb, Rotten Tomatoes, Tor)

Ratatouille: The TikTok Musical makes history
by Alia Arafeh and Sonali Muthukrishnan
Editorial Editor and National/World Editor

On Fri. Jan. 1, Ratatouille: The TikTok Musical premiered 
online at 7 PM. The first-ever crowd-sourced musical featured 
appearances from Tituss Burgess as rat protagonist Remy, Andrew 
Barth Feldman as aspiring chef Linguini, Wayne Brady as Remy’s 
father Django, and other recognized actors and actresses who 
contributed to the show. While much of the musical felt rushed 
and strangely put together, it was heartwarming 
to see independent creators in the spotlight. 

The musical raised over one mil-
lion dollars for the Actors Fund, a 
charitable organization that pro-
vides “services includ[ing] emer-
gency financial assistance, affordable 
housing, health care, and insurance 
counseling, senior care, secondary 
career development, and more,” 
according to its website.

Overall, the show fell flat, 
but there were some notable 
bright spots in the produc-
tion. It was evident that the 
actors enjoyed the charac-
ters they were playing 
and put their 
all into the 
performance. 
In particular, 
Kevin Chamberlin took his role as celebrity chef Gusteau to heart, 
having written his song and genuinely embodying the energy of 
the chef. Most of the other songs were written by independent 
creators on the social media platform TikTok. 

The smiles on their faces while they posed for a short 
clip following the musical clearly illustrated their pride  
and excitement.

Feldman wowed the audience with his incredible vocals 
and acting, embracing his role to the fullest extent. Wayne 
Brady evoked emotion in viewers during his rendition of 
Gabbi Bolt’s Trash is our Treasure, in which Django critiques 

Remy’s love for cooking. All the actors embraced 
this opportunity to have fun, even in light of 
the logistical restrictions they faced creating it.
The musical was sweet, but ultimately felt 

rushed. Particularly the music in this show seemed 
sub-par. While there were a couple of exceptions, 
some of the musical numbers had songs with 
lyrics that did not fit their musical accompa-

niment. Many actors could not sing what their 
characters were required to, which made their songs 

challenging to sit through. Additionally, certain charac-
ters were tough to understand due to their accents. 

The video editing for the musical also left something to be 
desired. In some of the clips, the audience could see TikTok 
watermarks. Transitions between actors and their videos felt 
messy and confusing, distracting the viewers from the show. 
The cast used TikTok filters that further disintegrated the pro-
duction’s video quality to accompany some musical numbers.

Most importantly, the show left gaping holes in the plot, 
skipping many of the best moments in the movie. The produc-
tion ultimately felt unfinished. The advertisement surround-
ing the show, casting an image of a complete Broadway-like 
musical, is misleading and did not serve the production well. 
Though it had its merits, Ratatouille: The TikTok Musical left 
a lot to be desired. 
(Sources: Genius, Playbill, Ratatouille: The TikTok Musical)
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